
Windy City Poker Championships Tournament Bad Beat Jackpot Rules 2020 
 
 
A small % of eligible tournaments will be held for our Bad Beat Jackpot for Multi Table Tournaments 
Only. 
Eligible tournaments include the Saturday 12pm $135 Bounty, Saturday 630pm $70 bounty, Saturday 12p 
$60 Uber. There are certain days where the Bad Beat is not active and will be indicated on the Calendar of 
Events on Google Calendar. Events that do not collect for the Bad Beat are not eligible which include the 
TV SNG’s, Big buy-in events, Free-Rolls, & Heads up events. Others may also not be eligible. 
 
When the BB Jackpot is higher than $1,500 there is a room share of $10 for every player participating in 
the event at that moment or waiting for a seat. Players who win the $10 can collect their funds the 
following week or week after. These players include those currently playing, waiting to play, have already 
played in one of our events that day, or anyone that the host TD deems part of the event and eligible. The 
remainder of the payout will be towards the table where the BB hits.  
There must be 4 players or more delt into a hand for the BB to be eligible. So for end of tournaments when 
3 handed or less BB is not eligible. 
 
Payouts will not be the day the BB hits as the host charities will not carry the funds from each event to each 
event just in case it happens. 
 
The remainder of the BB payout for the table it happens will go 40% to losing hand 30% to winning hand 
and then the remaining 30% to the rest of the table. 
 
This may be slightly adjusted to ensure that the rest of the table will receive at least $30-$50 each before 
winning and losing hands. Those players can collect their funds the following week or week after as well. 
 
Qualifying hands can use one card and must have Quad 4’s or better beat. Non eligible hands include 
Quads on the board with one player holding an Ace and one holding a King etc. So quads on the board is 
not an option. Straight flush on the board is not an option either if the board shows a straight flush and an 
opponent holds a higher straight flush. 
 
If the bad beat exceeds $3,000 then the payouts may change where the losing hand will receive a $3,000 
Windy City Poker Championship televised main event seat while everyone in the room gets their $10 share 
with the remainder to be awarded at the table to the winning hand and participating players. If the $3,000 
seat is awarded then the players at that table will all receive 2% of the action on that player if they were to 
win in the 3k event. Host charities will also receive 20% of the action of that player. Player who wins the 
3k seat will have approximately 60-65% of their own action 
 
The above details are subject to change at anytime without notification and may be added or amended 
before posting details to the public. 
 
If you have any questions please call 708-935-2861 or email kirk@windycitypokerchampionship.com 




